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Innovative biomedical photographer. Born in Strängnäs, Sweden, on Aug 24, 1922, he died after a respiratory infection in Stockholm, Sweden, on Jan 28, 2017, aged 94 years.

When Lennart Nilsson first directed his cameras into the human body to record a series of startling but now familiar images of human fetuses, he created an impact comparable to that of photographs of the Earth taken in 1972 from Apollo 17. And just as the Earth images changed the way we view our planet, Nilsson\'s pictures influenced our thoughts about ourselves. Both sets of images were strikingly beautiful---and both were inadvertently political. Conservationists seized on the Apollo images to make their case; right-to-life groups used Nilsson\'s to make theirs.

That Nilsson came to take his photographs of life before birth was a consequence of his determination to advance the technology of his occupation. Among Nilsson\'s many professional admirers is Anders Persson, Professor of Medical Imaging at Sweden\'s Linköping University. "I think he (already) had the result he wanted in his mind---but to reach it he couldn\'t always use the existing cameras or technologies, so he developed new tools." Nilsson was eager, for example, to explore the possibilities opened up by new and much smaller lenses, and by the advent of endoscopes. But the fetal images that are now so recognisable did not come easily. In an interview he gave in the mid-1990s, Nilsson recalled the first occasion on which he photographed a fetus through an endoscope. "I didn\'t get the face", he recalled. "I just got the hands, feet, sex organs and so on." But it was the face he wanted to get, and eventually did. On another occasion, he saw a 15-week-old fetus sucking its thumb. "When I tried to push the button of the camera, the flash strobe didn\'t work." It was many months before a similar opportunity presented itself. His pictures eventually appeared in a 1965 edition of *Life* magazine. Collecting the entire set, Nilsson said, had taken him 12 years. But the effort paid off; the pictures were reprinted in magazines and newspapers around the world. They were swiftly followed by a book, *A Child is Born* ([figure](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} ), published first in Swedish in 1965 and the following year in English. The accompanying text of this first edition was written by two doctors working at the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, Sweden, Axel Ingelman-Sundberg and Claes Wirsen. The book not only recounted the events of human development, but supplemented it with advice more often found in guides to health in pregnancy.FigureOne of Lennart Nilsson\'s photographs of a fetus from A Child is Born© 2017 Photo: Lennart Nilsson/TT Newsagency/code 30562017Since January 2020 Elsevier has created a COVID-19 resource centre with free information in English and Mandarin on the novel coronavirus COVID-19. The COVID-19 resource centre is hosted on Elsevier Connect, the company\'s public news and information website. Elsevier hereby grants permission to make all its COVID-19-related research that is available on the COVID-19 resource centre - including this research content - immediately available in PubMed Central and other publicly funded repositories, such as the WHO COVID database with rights for unrestricted research re-use and analyses in any form or by any means with acknowledgement of the original source. These permissions are granted for free by Elsevier for as long as the COVID-19 resource centre remains active.

Nilsson was 12 years old when his father, a railway worker and amateur photographer, gave him his first camera, and aged 15 when a documentary on Louis Pasteur triggered an interest in recording what could be seen through a microscope. First though he had to make a living for himself---which he did, successfully, as a freelance photographer with assignments that ranged from the liberation of wartime Norway to portraits of his more famous fellow Swedes, including the royal family. With success came the opportunity to compile collections of pictures on single topics. The subjects of these photographic essays included polar bear hunting in Spitsbergen and the fishermen of the Congo River. It was the sight of a fetus in a hospital specimen jar that fired his interest in embryonic development. Nilsson formed a close association with the Karolinska Institute that lasted for decades, becoming an honorary doctor of medicine and honorary professor there. According to Harriet Wallberg, Professor of Physiology and President of the Karolinska from 2004 to 2012, he was important to the university, not least because his biological pictures served as an inspiration to its scientists. "We provided him with a laboratory where he had an electron microscope and all the technical devices he needed to produce his photos", she says. Among other achievements, he took some of the first images of the HIV lentivirus and SARS-associated coronavirus.

"He did something that few of us manage", says Wallberg. "That was to keep a child\'s curiosity throughout life...When he had a new picture or a new idea he wanted to share it. He was always so enthusiastic." Persson too speaks of curiosity as a driving force behind Nilsson\'s delight in biomedical topics. "And he also loved to do things that hadn\'t been done yet." Persson\'s admiration for Nilsson is prompted partly by the beauty of the work, but not by that alone. "He made beautiful images that were also telling you something," he says. "It\'s not so easy to do that." Nilsson leaves a second wife, Catharina, and stepchildren, Anne and Thomas.
